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CADET OFFICERS FOR '33-34 ANNOUNCED 
F. B. SGHIRMER TO BE 
COL OF WDET CORPS 
Four    Lieutenant    Colonels    to 
Replace Usual One 
Appointments of cadet of- 
ficers    and    non-commissioned 
' officers in the Clemson Corps 
of Cadets for the college year 
of   1933-34    are    hereby    an- 
"" nounced by the Commandant's 
office as follows: 
HEADQUARTERS 
Clemson  Agricultural  College 
Clemson's 37th Commencement 
Brought to Close at Noon today 
Clemson   College,   S.   C. 
June  6,   1933 
II   *. 
SPECIAL   ORDERS: 
To be Colonel: F. B. Schirmer 
To be Lieutenant Colonels: 
T. C. Bigger (Reg. Executive) 
G.  W.  Robinson   (Bat.  Com.) 
C. A. Lytle (Bat. Commander) 
H.   J.   Schroder   (Bat.   Com.) 
To be Majors: 
J. U. Bell   (Bat. Executive) 
E, D. Gilmer (Bat. Executive) 
CD. Wyatt (Bat. Executive) 
To be  Captains: 
T. J. Simons  (S-l) 
J. E. Hunter (S-2) 
]^. S. Blitch  (S-3) 
W. L. Leverette (S-4) 
W. B. Perry  (Chaplain) 
To  be  Master   Sergeants 
Ellerbe D C  (Regt. Sergeant Major) 
Chaplin G  (Regt. Supply Sergeant) 
Penney D E   (Personnel Sgt. Major) 
To be Staff Sergeants 
Spann S  R   (Bn.  Sergeant Major) 
Woodward  J  H   (Bn.   Sgt.  Major) 
Land  J   E   (Bn.   Sergeant   Major) 
Thaekston   W   M   (Color   Sergeant) 
Hunt  R  M   (Color   Sergeant) 
To he First Sergeants: 
Acids K  W   (Band) 
Anderson  P   M 
Betsill   W   L 
Coehran J L 
Cooler   S  A 
Gordon C  P 
Harris   J  M   (Hdq.) 
Hollis   C  H 
(Continued  on   page  three) 
GRADUATIN6 EXERCISES 
ON TUESDAY 
Doctor    Turnipseed    Delivered 
Baccalaureate Sermon 
Sunday Morning 
At 11:30 Sunday morning Clem- 
son's thirty-seventh annual com- 
mencement exercises were opened 
by the Baccalaureate services in 
the College chapel. Following a 
hymn by the congregation, a prayer 
by Rev. J. O. 'Smith, and a selec- 
tion by the string quartet, Doctor 
Barnwell Rhett Turnipseed. deliver- 
ed the baccalaureate sermon. Doc- 
tor Turnipseed is a member of the 
class of '9 6 and is the first Clem- 
son gra'daute to deliver the bac- 
calaureate  sermon  at  Clemson. 
In his sermon Doctor Turnipseed 
used as his theme the importance 
of doing a little more than is re- 
quired. He pointed out the fact 
that the Christian religion is a 
religion of fullness and that the 
universe is bounteously supplied 
with the best things of life. He 
mentioned many famous men who 
owed their success to their extra 
efforts. 
Following the sermon, the Y M 
C A quartet rendered a selection. 
Another hymn by the congregation 
and the benediction toy Rev. J. K. 
Goode brought the first part of the 
(Continued on page five) 
J.   B.   TAYLOR   WINS 
SIMPSON   MEDAL 
J. Bellamy Taylor of Colum- 
bia yesterday won the Simpson 
Medal for the best drilled Clem- 
son Cadet In competition With 
forty members of the Junior 
flass. 
The medal is offered an- 
nually to the cadet who proves 
himself   to   be   tbe   most   profi- 
|   <ient   in   the   execution   of   the 
I   manual of arms. 
EIGHT SENIORS ON 
FINAL JONOR LIST 
C. P. Walker, Jr.,  of Walhalla, 
Leads  Graduates  During 
Four Years 
Final Dances 
Prove To Be 
Huge Success 
Melodic  Jungaleers  Offer De- 
lightful Music for Three 
Dances 
"Honor" graduates and alter- 
nates of the Class of '33 were an- 
nounced May 23 in an official cita- 
tion  from the Commandant's Office. 
An excerpt from the order desig, 
nating   the   Honor   men   follows: 
"After considering those mem- 
bers of the Class of 1933 whoso 
attainments in scholarship have 
been so marked as to receive the 
approbation of the head of the col- 
lege, and whose proficiency in mil- 
itary training and intelligent at- 
tention to duty have merited the 
approbation of the Profp?-: of Mil- 
itary ScJenfi" S.DXL Tactics, the Board 
makes the following recommenda- 
tion ! 
"That the cadets whose names 
appear 'below be designated as 
(Continued on page five) 
Climaxing the social events of 
the school year, the 193 3 Finals 
proved to be one of the most bril- 
liant affairs offered on the social 
calendar. The Jungaleers played 
for all three dances, offering a de- 
lightful brand of tunes equaled by 
few orchestras in this part of the 
country. Over a hundred couples 
were present for these dances, in- 
cluding many alumni who were 
back on the campus for the com- 
mencement  festivities. 
The college field house was the 
scene of the dances, and it was 
decorated in a manner very suited 
to the occasion. It was all dressed 
up in summer clothes as a summer 
garden, with a sky of blue, dot- 
ted with stars and Japanese lan- 
terns. Various shrubs were attrac- 
tively arranged around the sides 
of the floor, lending a natural touch 
to the scene, and at one end was 
a large full moon which cast a 
mellow, glow over the  gay  dancers. 
The Finals brought the Clemson 
social to a very successful close and 
they will leave a lasting and hap- 
py memory to those who have grad- 
uated and are leaving. 
OLD GRADS HOLD FORTH 
ON MONDAY 
Class   of   '08    Holds    Twenty- 
Fifth  Reunion—Hundreds 
Attend  Ceremonies 
Monday, which was officially des- 
ignated as Alumni Day, proved to 
be an important day in Clemson's 
Commencement activities. At 10 
A. M. the various classes present at 
the institution held reunions at 
which graduates fro all over the 
United States were present in large 
numbers. These gatherings proved 
to be a big success and an abun- 
dance of enthusiasm was displayed 
at  all  meetings. 
The closing exercises of the two 
literary societies began in chapel 
at 11:00 o'clok with Dr. D. W. 
Daniel presiding. First on the pro- 
gram was musi by the irresistable 
Jungaleers. Following this a play- 
er was offered by Rev. Crouch, and 
a selection by the Y quartet. D. G. 
Evatt, representing the Calhoun so- 
ciety, gave an oration on "Man and 
Politics", being followed by the 
Palmetto's champion, A. A. Lang- 
ley, who had as his subject, "Amer- 
ica's  Place in  the   Sun". 
Beginning at 2:30 in the YMCA 
auditorium, the annual meeting of 
the Alumni Association was held 
with James Lynah, '0 2, of Savan- 
nah,   Ga.,   presiding. 
The Alumni gathering was fol- 
lowed   by  a  series  of  intricate  mili- 
(Continued on page five) 
COLONEL WEST TO BE 
COMMANDANT OF GAMP 
Over Five Hundred Men from 
Four States Will be Here 
SCHRODER CAPTAIN 
SCABBARDAND BLADE 
Robinson,   Bell,   and   Schirmer 
are Other Officers of 
Military Club 
The Scabbard and Blade, honorary 
military fraternity yesterday elected 
officers for the 1933-34 session. H. 
J. Schroder, of Charleston, was elect- 
ed Captain; G. W. Robinson, of 
Asheville, 1st Lieutenant; J. U. Bell, 
of Lancaster, 2nd T.f°-/. _i,-iii; and 
P. B. Schirmer, of Charleston, 1st. 
Sergeant. 
Final initiating ceremonies for six 
new members were held Sunday 
night. The new members are H. J. 
Schroder, G. W. Robinson, J. U. 
Bell, F. B. Schirmer, C. A. Lytle, 
and C. D. Wyatt. 
CAPTS. HINWOOD AND 
RAMSEY TO  REPLACE 
HEFFNER AND KRON 
Captains Joseph T. Hinwood 
and George L. C. Ramsey have 
been ordered from the infantry 
school at Fort Benning, Geor- 
gia, to active duty at Clemson 
College according to a recent 
order from the War Depart- 
ment. 
Captains Hinwood and Ram- 
sey will replace Captains Pete 
T. Heffner and Phillip H. Kron 
as regular instructors on the 
staff of Col. R. John West, 
Commandant at Clemson. Cap- 
tains Heffner and Kron have 
been ordered to report to the 
Army command and general 
staff school at Fort Leaven- 
worth  in  August. 
All of the officers will be at 
Clemson on regular duty 'at the 
R O T C camp at Clemson 
College   this   summer. 
Major General Edward, L. King, 
commanding general of the Fourth 
Corps Area, with the cooperation 
of President E. W. Sikes and Col- 
onel R. John West of Clemson Col- 
lege, has arranged to establish the 
regular R O T C training camp at 
Jlemson College this summer in- 
stead of at Fort McClellan, Ala- 
bama, regular army post, where the 
camp has always been held in the 
past. Col. West, Commandant of 
Cadets at Clemson, will be chief in 
command  at the  camp. 
The announcement comes as wel- 
come news to hundreds of cadets 
and Army Officers of the Fourth 
Corps Area. Until last week, when 
the ifirst news concerning the change 
of the camp location was received 
from General King, there had been 
much doubt among official Army 
circles as to whether the regular 
R O T C camp would be held this 
summer. 
Whereas the regular summer en- 
campment usually extends over a 
period of six weeks, the training at 
Clemson will probably last only 
three weeks, beginning June 8. 
There is a possibility, however, that 
the encampment will last the whole 
six weeks, depending upon Govern- 
ment appropriations for the fiscal 
year of 1933-34. It also offers the 
(Continued   on   page   five) 
CLEMSON OFFICERS 
IN COMMAND GAMP 
All of Army Officers at Clem- 
son to be on Active Duty 
Five hundred and fifty cadets 
from nine colleges of the Fourth 
Corps Area come to Clemson on 
June 8 for a three weeks period 
of summer military training. Al- 
though this is perhaps the first 
time that the ROTC units of the 
southern colleges have ever been 
assembled at a camp other than 
the regular Army post at Fort Mc- 
Clellan, Alabama, Col. R. John 
West announces that all phases of 
Army   training  will  be  taken  up. 
All the regular Army officers at 
Clemson will be on active duty at 
the camp. Colonel West, Com- 
mandant at Clemson, will be com- 
manding officer of the camp. 
Capt. P. H. Kron will be his adju- 
tant. Capt. J. T Hinwood is to be 
Plans and Training Officer, Capt. P. 
T. Heffner, Officer in charge of 
Athletics and Recreation, and Capt. 
G. L. C. Ramsey will be Supply 
Officer. 
Major John Rhett of Davidson 
(Continued on page five) 
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THE R. O. T. C. SAVED 
The last issue of THE TIGER contained an editorial expres- 
sing an uncertainty that the R. O. T. C. would be continued 
at Clemson next year. The question of the R. O. T. C. camp 
has also been "hanging fire" for quite a time on the Clemson 
campus. 
Today, however, THE TIGER is able to take an altogether 
different stand on both these matters. Not only is the con- 
tinuance of the R. O. T. C. assured, but for the first time in 
the history of the College, the regular summer training camp 
is to be held at Clemson 
As regards the first of these—concerning the continued ex- 
istence of the R. O. T. C. in American Colleges—there will 
definitely be an R. O. T. C. next year. Although it is true a 
15 per cent cut in Government R. O. T. C. appropriations has 
already gone into effect, the officers' training corps will, in 
all probability, operate upon the same basis next year. 
CAMP AT CLEMSON 
As regards the second of these—the establishment of the 
regular summer training camp at Clemson—Clemson College, 
in particular, is very fortunate in having the camp located on 
her own portals. Although the camp is scheduled to last 
only half its usual period of six weeks, the intrinsic value of 
the military training will in nowise be impaired. 
Clemson is to be congratulated upon having the R. O. T. C. 
camp established here by the War Department. Dr. Sikes 
and Colonel West particularly deserve the gratitude of the 
cadets thus benefited. They were confronted with a sudden 
decision of great import, and they acted swittiy and wisely. 
Clemson is offered the opportunity of gaining an enviable 
position in the regard of the War Department. It is up to 
the Army staff and the Cadets of Clemson to make the camp 
the best ever held. The officers will do their part, and the 
Clemson men have never failed to deliver th goods. 
The > Clemson cadets also have a very serious obligation to- 
ward the men from the other colleges who will be here. At 
the camp at Fort McClellan, all the cadets were on an equal 
footing. With the camp at Clemson, however, the Clemson 
cadets will seem to be the "favored" ones. It will be the 
duty of every Clemson man to extend himself to show the 
other cadets every courtesy at his command, to "make" them 
like the camp. If they like the camp they will like Clemson. 
And the fostering of a more intimate relation between the 
colleges represented at the camp is one of the greatest oppor 
tunities offered by their association. 
TO THE GRADUATES OF '33 
One hundred and eighty-three men received their diplo- 
mas from Clemson College this morning and entered the world 
"on their own". Thus they severed their most intimate re- 
lations with an institution which has served through four years 
as a protection from a great strife. Not having trod the ways 
they will travel, we shall not attempt to philosophize and ad- 
vise them in "how to be a success in life". Too many people 
are still trying to answer that one. 
However, a little practical counsel from an authoritative 
source should not be amiss. Mr. Edward Hurst, in an address 
entitled "The Technical Man Sells His Services", recently gave 
the seniors of Massachusetts Institute of Technology a few 
pointers for securing engineering jobs during the depression. 
Since practically all of Clemson's graduates are men trained 
in technical professions, Mr. Hurst's advice may prove of 
value to them in seeking jobs. 
Too many men newly out of college, and too many job- 
seekers  generally,  in their search for  work  concentrate  on 
large firms in large cities, in the opinion of the author.   'Don't 
overlook  the   big   opportunities   in  little   industries  in   small 
towns'    Mr.  Hurst says,  'for there  is  much  less  danger  of 
taking 'coals to Newcastle' in the smaller communities than 
in the  larger.     Furthermore, the  author adds,  "don't forget 
jthat  accountants  will   classify  you   as  a   non-producer,  and 
■ put you in the overhead division.    Overheads are higher in 
big organizations, and competition is inclined to  be keener. 
And the  smaller  community has  other  advantages.     Living 
;expenses  will  be  lower;   distractions  will  be   less;   you   are 
closer to your work. 
Fail to Apply Training 
"One of the chief errors made by technical graduates in 
seeking jobs' Mr. Hurst says, 'is that they fail to apply to 
their own situations the methods of analysis and study that 
they have spent at least four years to learn. Too many 
men,' the author says, 'merely apply for jobs; they fail to 
'sell' their abilities and training, they do not study the or- 
ganizations to which they apply for jobs to find the position 
or activity in which their training will make them most use- 
ful, they fail to examine themselves from the prospective 
employer's point  of view.' 
"Mr. Hurst emphasizes the point that the technical man 
must, for the purpose of securing employment, practice the 
art of selling, with his training and abilities as the commod- 
ities for sale. 'The technical man in search of employment,' 
the author declares, 'should regard the employer as the pur- 
chaser of his services for profit, and, like all good salesman, 
the technical man must consider the employer's point of 
view.' In behalf of the employer Mr. Hurst declares: 'Make 
no mistake, he is searching for exceptionally competent help. 
He has plenty of troubles and plenty of unsolved problems. 
He will meet you more than half way if you firs' go your 
half. It will be a great relief to him not to be required to 
dig out of you pertinent data indicative of your value to 
him. From his point of view you are more of a problem 
than you might imagine. As you tell your story he may 
think of sales, advertising, production or finance problems 
on which he needs help. In spite of your best efforts to re- 
veal, and regardless of his best efforts to determine, your 
maximum usefulness may remain hidden. The chances are 
he means it when he says he is sorry that he cannot use 
your services." 
Throughout his book Mr. Hurst emphasizes the point that 
employers hire technical men because they expect to make 
a profit on the training and abilities of the men they hire. It 
is up to the applicant, the author adds, to show any pros- 
pective employer that he will make a profit by hiring the 
j applicant. The profit may come from improved production 
methods, improved purchasing plans, new designs, or from 
any other source, but profit must be shown, the author con- 
cludes, before employment can be expected. 
All the colleges in the south are 
saying good-bye to their '3 3 grad- 
uates and hello to their ole grads. 
Clemson is no different because to- 
t.ay we have with us hundreds of 
the men who contributed their 
share to the old Alma Mater in 
days gone Dy. At the same time 
we are sad at heart because today 
marks the departure of many good 
friends in the class of '33. In spite 
of our sadness, we congratulate the 
Alumni upon their return and the 
Seniors upon their departure and 
wish  for  all the best life can  give. 
With this last issue of the Tiger 
goes your writer's wish that he 
has written something of interest 
to somebody and that each of you 
feel repaid for the time spent in 
scanning this column. May every 
man have a wonderful vacation ».nd 
come back next year with more en- 
thusiasm than ever before. 
The  following  poem  seems  to  be 
suitable at this pointr- 
The feast is ended, 
The  last   song   BUiig, 
The   goblet   overturned, 
The  sparkling wine 
Stains the table. 
Good-bye   NOW. 
Let' S SRO ke 
COLLEGE PAPER GETS 
LGWDOWN ON CO-EDS 
New York—(IP)—The New York- 
er, smart weekly publication of this 
city, tells this one on the boys and 
girls of an eastern co-educational 
college. 
A fraternity house and a sorority 
house are located directly across 
the street from each other. They 
are set at such angles, however, 
that the men in the frat house 
thought there was no need of ever 
pu"" their   shades.     They 
bat •   the   showers,   there- 
for in   the  nude  to   their 
roo t    thought   that    fair 
co-eds across the way might he 
able  to  see  them. 
They received a letter from the 
matron of the sorority house, ask- 
ing if they please would draw their 
shades, since it was bothering her 
girls a lot to see the men in the 
altogether. 
The secretary of the frat wrote 
back that the boys wouldi be glad 
to acquiesce, but he added that he 
didn't see, considering the angles 
at which the two houses were set, 
how the gals across the street could 
see anybody in the hallways of the 
frat house. 
The matron wrote hack that it 
"wasn't any trouble at all for the 
girls to see the men in the frat 
house. All they have to do is 
climb up on the radiator in the 
hallway." 
MAN'S 
SMOKE I 
WHEN the girls begin to cut cor- 
ners in our cars and do back 
somersaults in our planes and borrow 
our   cigarettes — 
then it's  time  to 
take to a pipe! 
Call it the last 
stronghold of mas- 
culine defence—or 
the one pet diver- 
sion our little 
friends keep their 
fingers off. Call it 
what you will — 
there's something 
downright satisfy- 
ing, understanding, companionable 
about a friendly, mellow, MASCU- 
LINE pipe! It's a real man's smoke! 
And a pipe's at 
its best when you 
fill it up with Edge- 
worth. There's a 
rare, mellow flavor 
to the Edge- 
worth blend of 
fine burleys that 
simply can't be 
touched. It's cut 
long—to give you 
a cool, slow-burn- 
ing smoke. And 
you'll find it the favorite with smokers 
in 42 out of 54 colleges. 
You can get Edgeworth wherever 
good tobacconists sell smokes. But if 
you've never tried it, we'd like the fun 
of treating you to that first satjsf: 'ng; 
pipeful. Just write to Larus & Brs " o.» 
105 S. 22d St., Richmond, Va. 
EDGEWORTH 
SMOKING TOBACCO 
Edgeworth is a blend of fine old burleys, 
with its natural savor enhanced by Edge- 
worth's distinctive 
A -pipe's a 
man's smoke 
and exclusive elev- 
enth process. Buy 
Edgeworth any- 
where in two forms 
—EdgeworthReady- 
Rubbed and Edge- 
worth Plug Slice. All 
sizes, I5fi pocket 
package to #1.50 
pound humidor tin. 
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DR. JOHN McSWEEN IS 
CLOSING^ SPEAKER 
President of Presbyterian Col- 
lege Delivers Address 
The year's activities of the local 
Y M C A were brought to a close 
Sunday evening with a colorful pro- 
gram at which Dr. John McSween, 
president of Presbyterian College, 
was the  principal speaker. 
At 6:30 the popular Jungaleers 
gave a thirty-minute concert on the 
green in front of the Y. This was 
followed by a program of news and 
travel reels in the Y auditorium; 
after the cinema exhibition came 
the   program  proper. 
Following a song by the congre- 
gation, Rev. J. O. Smith gave the 
invocation. The Y quartet, com- 
posed of B. M. Latham, J. R. Coop- 
er, D. N. Chaplin, and J. H. Webb 
then rendered  a selection. 
The address of the evening was 
next delivered by Doctor M'cSween. 
The speaker is well known at Clem-, 
son and bas addressed the student 
body at vesper services several 
times in the past. The message he 
brought was a powerful one and he 
gripped   his  audience  throughout. 
Following   Doctor   McSween's   ad- 
dress,   the   quartet   rendered,  anoth- 
er number, after which Prof. S. M. 
Martin,   Chairman   of   the   Advisory 
Board,   pronounced  the   benediction. 
Cadets Browne Glenn and Wade 
4>erry, outgoing and incoming pres- 
ideants of the Y respectively, pre- 
sided over the meeting, 
LOCAL Y.M.G.A. CLOSES 
SUCCESSFUL YEAR 
Religious      and       Intra-Mural 
Sports Programs Create 
Much Interest 
Y.M.C.A. TO BE ACTIVE 
DURING SUMMER CAMP 
Pool to be  Free to All  Mem- 
bers of R. O. T. C. Units 
With the decision of the War 
Department to have camp at Clem- 
son this summer, the Clemson Y 
announces that it will extend its 
program until the end of camp for 
the accomodation of the men who 
will encamp here. It plans to have 
meetings between the Clemson 
Cabinet and the Cabinets froim 
other schools from time to time. 
The swimming pool will tie free to 
all ROTC men. A new picture will 
be run at least every other day 
and more oiten if new pictures 
can be booked in time. As usual, 
the pool room will remain open. 
At various times, different groups 
will be invited to the Y for various 
social  activities. 
The Clemson Y regards this past 
year as the most successful in its 
career in respect to the service 
rendered the cadet corps. 
Outstanding amongst its accom- 
plishments is the athletic program 
which it has promoted. It is the 
aim of the Y to have every cadet 
take part in some athletic activity. 
The major sports take too much 
time for most cadets. To make up 
for this, the Y has promoted an 
extensive system of inter-company 
contests ranging all the way from 
horse-shoe pitching contests to bas- 
ketball and baseball. These activi- 
ties include basketball, volleyball, 
swimiming meets, mdoor baseball, 
wrestling, tennis, and football. Next 
year, a student council will be or- 
ganized to act as a clearing house 
for all rules controversies. Much 
of the credit for this work should, 
be'given to Fred Kirchner working 
in   co-operation   with   Dr.   Milford. 
A valuable service has been ren- 
dered in leaching practically every 
freshman to swim. Seven cadets have 
been qualified as examiners for tne 
American  Red  Cross Life  Salers. 
Due to the financial situation, 
two important minor sports have 
not 'been under the Athletic As- 
sociation. These two, swimming 
and golf, have been carried on 
with the aid of the Y in providing 
transportation for the Clemson 
teams and entertainment for visit- 
ing  teams. 
The religious program of the Y 
has been expanded as fast as pos- 
as possible. Company freshman 
councils, under the leadership of 
various upperclassmen, have oeen 
organized, meeting every week. The 
Evening Watch groups have imet 
with success on every hall, atten- 
dance some times running as high 
as 66% of the men on that com- 
pany. These groups have 'brought 
a closer contact between the faculty 
and students than was ever possi- 
ble ibefore. Bible discussion groups 
met once a week for six weeks for 
the purpose of discussing various 
student   problems. These   groups 
were led by students and the speak- 
ers came from the faculty. The 
total attendance for the year at 
the regular Sunday Vesper services 
amounted to over 10,000. The dep- 
utation team made more trips thib 
year than ever before. These trips 
covered the surrounding territory 
and extended into Georgia giving 
programs at various schools, col- 
leges,   and   churches. 
CADET APPOINTMENTS 
(Continued from page one) 
Madden J M H 
Niver W W 
Rawrs  O G   (D&BC) 
Rhodes F K 
Rogers R T 
Smith  H W 
Tobey  P  L 
To be Supply Sergeants 
Allison A W 
Boesch  J  C 
Bridges  H  P 
Burton J   C 
Christopher   T 
DeLoach J K 
Johnson P  D 
D 
Kirkgard H B 
Lipscomb J L 
Metz J 
Plowden H A 
Price B  G 
Richardson D 
Tripplett   W   L 
Trowbridge J P 
To be Drum Major 
Swails  A   C 
To  be   Sergeants 
Acker  H  H 
Allen W D 
Allison   W   E 
Altman J E 
Antley W  S 
Bailey   W   R 
Beard   S   O 
Black H A Crouch,  M   E TVTiloir      1    TT! 
Bolding E L Cureton,  A  C JVUsuux*., 
Bridge   A  W Davis,  J  I Mosley,  S T 
Britt W  L Dawson,  J  H Murph,   M   L 
Bryce C S Dean,  S C Neel,  R  C 
Byrd  H  M Dew  J A Nisbet,  W O 
Clamp   E   W Dobbins,  W C O'Kelley,   G   R 
CochraD   J   H Dowling,  H  E Orr  S   M 
Cole  R A Duval,   L   S Orr  W A 
Coleman H H Davis, J W Page,  D D 
Cox  J   B Edens, H C Peck,   J   M 
Cromer W L Eleazer,   G   B Pennington,  L  C 
Cummings C T Epting,   H   H Poore,  U M Cumming  C   E Eskridge,  W  H Pope,   D   T 
Day   P   S Evans,  H  H Price,  H S DeBerry F H Evans,  W D Rambo,   E   K 
Dillard W W Farley,   W   D Ramseur,  J H 
Dobson W  P Farmer, C E it-ankin,   G   H 
Donney  O   G Fletcher,  J  F Reid,  C   B 
Feagin H S 
'Floyd, M H Rhinehardt W  A Fellers,   H   S Folger, T M Roach,  T B 
Gause,   L   A Forshaw,   T Rochester,  O  J Gilreath,  J F Fuller  D  W Rodgers,  W  M 
Graves, J H Gannt,  W  A Roof,  W M 
Greene, G B Gibson,   E J Ruffin,  C  L 
Haddle,  J M Goodson   R   H Sams,  A  R 
Haigler, H C Blanton,   R   G Sanders,   R  W 
Harden, R E Glymph,  E  !M Scott, R F 
Harling, E A Gray,  W R Salley,  D A 
Harris,  B S H Gunter,  M  W Shirley, J H 
Hartledge,   J   R Gurlev,   O   L Shore,   H   T 
Hawkins,   B  S Hardin,  S  F Simons,   R   L * 
Hill, C M Harris,  J   N Simpson   J   L 
Hiller,  J T Henley,   Clifford  M Smith, B E 
Hood, H R Hinson,   C  R Smith, J W 
Howie, L F Horton,   B  T Snipes,  T F 
Johnson, M  H Hough,  J   S Statton,   D  L 
King,  C  H Householder,   W   R Stevenson,   C  O 
Kirk, H L Jeffords, A  B iStoklev,   M   M 
Kirkconnell, R B Jenkins,  F L Stribling,  M' W 
Kolb, T A Johnson, O L Sturgis, D C 
Iceland, W B Johnstone,   T  K Sweeting,  R C 
Linder, V F Kelsey,   J   R Taylor, S F 
Lofton, P' S Kinghorn,  A  M Thomas,   W   M 
Lubchenco, A Kissam,  R  R Thompson,  F   D 
McBrearty  J  D Langford,   M   II Tibbs,   J   H 
MeCabe, R C Langston, P Q Todd,   A   W ■McConnell, W B Ledford,   M  L Todd,   J  W 
McGee,  K W Lee,  W A Tribble,   F   V 
McLaurin, C H Littlejohn,  S M Trout/man, J  C 
M'cMahan, C A Lyons, R A Truluck,. C  E 
McMillin, J P McAlhaney,   J  W Wade,  W  E 
McPhail, W A McCarter,,   E  H Waldrop,   J  E 
Mahan, D G McConnell,  S  W Wallace, W H 
Marshall, C F McFarland,  P  A Way,   G  D 
•Marshall,   J  L 'McGreggor, W C White,   C   H 
Mauldin, W P McGurn   G   W Whiting, J B 
Moore,   D   C McLaurin,   D L Whitmire,  W B 
(Mustard, A C McMaster/, 1) A Wilburn,  J  M 
Nickles,    B    H Mahon, J M' Williams,  A  M 
Page, S W Marshell  G   L Williams", L A 
Platt,   W  M Martin R V Wilson,.   H   E 
Pope,  D  T Mathis, J W Winn,  J W 
Rivers, J T Means, A Yarborough,   W B 
Robinson, E D Mikell,  J  J Zeff,   L   J 
Salley,  C M 
'Salley,  R B ^^^^^^^^ 
Sanders,  J  D 
Schtimpert, W M "BONEY" and "JUG" 
Smart, S D 
Smith, W G OFFICIALLY ANNOUNCE 
Speer, G W THE OPENING OF 
Spencer,   F  A 
Stewart, G H 
Suggs,  L  D "Ye "White Elephant" 
Thode,  J  R DRY CLEANING BY  "MASTERS?* 
Tindall', N E Formerly with Free Brothers 
Todd,   J   S 
Wade,  F C 
Walker,   M  E 
Webb, H A ►<M$M£<M^**^<M^<^^^ 
Webb,  W W 
Weeks,  B E 
Williams  V E t THANKS 7 
T £ 
Woodside, J P t 
t 
f 
f 
t 
T t 
t 
t 
t 
ImilliJ Young,  M  S 
for the Nice Business You Have Given Me To Be Corporals t Acker,   L   M 
Ackerman, P W 
Adams,   R  L 
Austin,  F J 
Bass, J S 
Branch,  J  S 
Brooks,   J  B 
Blown, T  I 
A PLEASANT VACATION TO ALL 
HOKE SLOAN 
Clemson Clothier, WELCOMES, with a Capital "W", 
t t 
f T 
Brown,   W   D You ROTC Juniors.     Feel at Liberty to Trade with f 
T 
T 
Bryan,   J   P 
Calhoun,   C  E Me on Your Camp Check 
Campbell,   B W 
Carson,   J   W 
Cassidy,  J  F 
Chapman,  W  H 
Chapman,  M C 
SPORT SHOES $2.85         DRILL SHOES t Y t Chitty,   F   C 
Coleman,  T  B KNICKERS        LINEN SUITS X 
Commander, R C 
A.         .*.         A         A         A         A        ■»        A         ♦       .♦         ♦       A »       At 
Cook,   F   E 
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^uuL     continued: 
time   I   pass   him   cigarets 
keeps    blowing    dot    pipe 
in    my    face,    and    I    got 
too." 
Washington—(IP)—College pro- 
fessors can be taken in, even when 
they are smart enough to be mem- 
bers of Pres. Franklin D. Roose- 
velt's   so-called   "'brain   trust." 
None other than Prof. Raymond 
Morley, chief economic advisor to 
the president and assistant secre- 
tary of state, was the. "goat" re- 
cently at a dinner party for Post- 
master   General  James  A.   Farley. 
One of the guests at the party 
was Count Casimir Mikelowski. The 
"count" was called, on to speak. He 
began by saying some nasty things 
about the "brain trust". Professor 
Moley smiled tolerantly, puffing 
away at a briar pipe. Other guests 
laughed. The "count" then livened 
up his  speech  with this  jibe: 
"Professors, bah. Dey may be 
schardt, but in my country it is 
a dam bad etiquet to schmoke a 
stinking  pipe  at  de   table!" 
Professor Moley's eyes flashed an- 
_ger as he turned toward the  'count'. 
Professor Moley was becoming 
very angry now, restraining him- 
self with difficulty. At the end of 
the "count's" speech Professor Mol- 
ey arose and defended in masterly 
fashion his position as President 
Roosevelt's advisor. He still show- 
ed  signs of wrath. 
Then, so that things wouldn't go 
so far as personal combat, Eddie 
Dowling, the toastmaster, let the 
cat out of -the bag. The "count" 
he revealed as Luke Barnett, pro- 
fessional humorist, imported for the 
occasion. 
Hearty laughs and handshakes 
between Prof. Moley and Barnett 
settled __ what looked at first as if 
it might develop into an interna- 
tional incident. 
Meanwhile, last week, Prof. Mol- 
ey and the rest of the "brain trust" 
which now includes most conspic- 
uously Madame Secretary Perkins, 
went forward with the President 
toward more and more startling so- 
cial programs for a country eagerly 
waiting to try them out. 
Sex Appeal Second to 
Health  in  Marriage 
Huntimgton, W. Va.— (HP)—Sex 
appeal runs second to health as a 
requisite in an ideal marriage, while 
"passable looks" is rated of less im- 
portance than intellect by Marshall 
College students. 
A survey conducted by a class in 
sociology among students in all so- 
ciology classes, gave congeniality 
third place in importance, followed 
by medium intellect and passable 
looks  and  neat dress. 
The clownish person was rejected 
as outmoded ,the individual of dry 
wit and a moderate sense of humor 
being preferred. Crooners were fa- 
vored "if they do not sing the same 
song   to   too   many   different   girls." 
One woman said she would marry 
the first man she found dumb 
enough to think her "the grandest 
girl in the world." But her future 
■husband, must not stutter, or lisp, 
or have any other speech impedi- 
ment, she said. 
The majority of the men consid- 
ered that a wife should be "pleas- 
ingly plump" and have baby blufc 
eyes and dark hair—not permanent- 
ly waved.     Cooking ability and  mu- 
Sid Little—1 paid a hundred dol- 
lars for this dog—part collie and 
part   bull. 
Babe   Hunt—Which   part   is  bull? 
Sid Little—That part about the 
hundred   dollars. 
Local barber—Haven't I shaved 
you   before,   sir? 
Victim—No, I got that scar in 
France—Rammer-Jammer. 
What  is   the   name   of  the   great 
dipper? 
John,    the   Baptist—Log. 
Clerk—I'm going over to the 
hospital    for   an   operation. 
■Payable—Well, I hope everything 
comes  out  all   right. 
tual interests were placed as secon- 
dary but essential factors. Above 
all else, the men said ,the women 
must be jealous enough to make her- 
self as charming as the office ste- 
nographer or the dramatic actress. 
The outstanding trouble with 
Marshall co-eds as viewed by the 
men interviewed, is that of over 
dress and loud coloring. Blue, soft 
brown and black and white com- 
binations are the dress colors most 
alluring to the masculine element, 
the  survey concluded. 
FINAL ARCHITECTURAL 
WINNERSApUNGED 
Bowles,     James,    Young    and 
Way Lead Classes in 
Designing 
t. 
The Faculty of the Architecture 
Department announce the following 
awards for the final problems in 
Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, and 
Senior   Design. 
Freshman Design— "A Front- 
piece"—O. D. Way first, R. B. 
Childress second, R. C. Neel third, 
W.   R.   Gill   fourth. 
"A Landscape Composition"—-G. 
D.  Way. 
Sophomore Design-—'"An Loggia 
to a Museum"—M. S. Young first, 
John Hartledge second, Harris Ford 
third,   C.   C.   Cummings   fourth. 
"An Interior Court"—W. F. D. 
Hodge. 
Junior Design—"A Town Hall" 
J. F. James first, W. G. Lyles sec- 
ond, T. J. Bissett third, A. S. Thom- 
as fourth,  S, L.  Moise fifth.     ' 
Senior Design— "A University 
Club"—W. A. Bowles first; E. A. 
Newbury second, E. W. Moise third, 
L.   K.   Montgomery  fourth. 
f-ra !?§)®Ui(j) TODAY'S   MAGIC FEATURE COFFEE Hot Vicious our OF 1HIM AIR 
Copyright, 1933, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company 
LAST NIGHT | SAW A MAGICIAN 
SERVE   100 CUPS OF COFFEE 
TO THE AUDIENCE OUT OF-A 
HUGE COFFEE POT THAT -HE 
PRODUCED FROM NOWHERE. 
Q^w^l 
/ HAD A CUV OF THE 
COFFEE   MYSELF, SO I 
KNOW IT WASN'T A 
TRICK. 
"^ 
\\ YOU HAVE 'BEEN 
FOOLED AGAIN, 
FLUE 
V—. 
_THE COFFEE POT 
WAS TELESCOPED 
INTO THE TOP OF 
THE. TABLE. THE 
COFFEE WAS IN 
A TANK UNDER THE 
STAGE, AN AS- 
SISTANT PUMPED 
IT UP THROUGH A 
RUBBER TUBE IN 
-TRE LEG OF THE 
MAGICIAN'S STAND. 
POT IS RAISED 
TO TOP OF 
TABLE  WHEN 
MAGIC/AN 
LIFTS CLOTH. 
SO THAT'S THE 
TRICK ! HAVE A 
CIGARETTE ? 
I'M SORRY, BUT I 
DON'T EN JOY THAT 
BRAND. THEY 
TASTE SO 
FLAT I        h> ,= 
i 
DO TH£y "REAliy TASTE 
FLAT? I THOUGHT THEy 
WERE SUPPOSED TO BE 
MILD. 
MILD ?TRY A 
CAMEL AND YOU'LL 
GET MILDNESS 
AND BETTER 
TASTE.TOO. 
OH,JACK_TH|S jS. 
WONDERFUL I  WHAT 
IS IT THOSE ADS SAY: 
"IT'S MORE FUN TO KNOW"? 
y€S,IT'S THE   ) 
TOBACCO 
THAT COUNTS,/ 
ELL IE DIDN'T 
KNOW 
THAT SHE HAD 
ILLUSIONS 
ABOUT 
CIGARETTES 
UNTIL JACK 
PERSUADED 
HER TO TRY 
ONE OF HIS 
CAMELS.  NOW 
FAN.TOO. 
FREE_/07//00/*7AWy«FREE. 36-PAGE ILLUSTRATED MA6IC 
"BOOK CONTAINING 23 MYSTIFYING CIGARETTE,CARD,AND COIN TRICKS. WITH- 
OUT SKILL OR "PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE YOU CAN BE THE LIFE OF ANY PARTY 
AND FOOL THOSE "WISE GUYS" WHO KNOW IT ALL. MAIL ORDER-BLANK AT 
RIGHT WIT-H FRONTS FROM 5 PACKS Of CAMELS -NOTE OR0E* BLANK. 
FR. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, DEPT. 10-B, WINSTON-SALEM; N. C. 
I enclose fronts from 5 Camel packs. Send postpaid Free Magic Book. 
* Name _  ' 
I Street_ 
City— -Slate- 
NO TRICKS  IN  CAMELS-JUST COSTLIER TOBACCOS 
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SNOOPS and WHOOPS 
By ALEX DICKSON 
And tliis is the Swan Song! It's 
all over and another class has grad- 
uated from Clemson. It has been a 
great year and we have all enjoyed 
it a helluva lot. Colonel West step- 
ped right in and took up as though 
he had been at the ole College half 
his life, and it is to him that we 
owe most of our thanks for a suc- 
cessful  year. 
The Cadet Military Staff has been 
as square shooting a hunch ot 
boys as we could have picked our- 
selves. They have done their part, 
and in every case, with few excep- 
tions, they have done what's right 
in the right way. Of course there 
are a great many who will no^ 
bear with us in the above state- 
ments, hut we venture so far as to 
say that this is the opinion of the 
great  majority. 
The news 'business is well nigh 
on to the rocks and there is little 
left to mention other than what 
everyone expects. And that is, of 
course, that we feel a lump in our 
throat and two tears in our eyes, 
when we think of such a manly 
group of young men leaving our 
midst—we wonder how many five 
year men we'll be worried with next 
year? 
And   to   our   own   Edgar   goes   a 
•bouquet,  a  corsage,  and  an  orchid, 
and   all    that   stuff.      He   took   his 
wedding    present   from   the    loving 
mien  like   the   man   he   used  to 
and   now  he   is   on   the  road   to 
imony.      Oh,    what   a   road,   to 
with the depression and every- 
g  on at the same time!     "Ah", 
says little Edgar, "but cotton is go- 
ing  up."   Good  luck,  Edgar. 
It seems Russ was just a little 
bit uncertain, so he 'backed out 
right at the last minute. But we 
can all understand; Russ has al- 
ways been slow making up his 
mind. So don't you cry "Red"! 
Russ  knows  best. 
A rumor is going around that 
one of the graduates has a job— 
now   boys   the   depression   is   lifting- 
LYNN TO LEAD TRACK 
TEAM DURING 1933-34 
Hill, of Spartanburg,  is Alter- 
note—Slade is Manager 
R,  C 
(Continued   from   page i.n<=, 
This is going to press before the 
Finals end, but it is a certainty 
that everybody who attends will 
have a wonderful time. Who would 
not expect to have a wonderful 
time for three dollars? Cotton is 
going up, that much is true, but 
there is a limit to every thing, and 
it does look as though two dollars 
or two and a half would have heen 
a reasonable limit for these dances. 
Maybe it'll be a new barracks! Who 
knows? Or it imay be a big sur- 
prise, and Wayne or Guy will be 
playing! 
Three more weeks, and maybe 
after that three more. The rising 
Seniors will have plenty mountain 
air and al Ithat woes with it What 
a camp this place will make! There 
is one big objection, 'but we won't 
go into that just yet—time will 
tell. 
It has been moved and seconded 
that the Citadel cadets be greeted 
as tho they were new boys—head 
shaved and all that—and it would 
be a big help with the freshmen 
gone to have somebody to run 
around hither and yon—but then 
you must understand that they are 
all such nice boys. You know, 
just  real,   nice hoys. 
And what a time the campus 
girls will have. So many new boys, 
and dances too—all of the time— 
Watch the price at Boscobel go up. 
And who could be happier than 
Hoke? He is just sitting in front 
of his store singing and yelling, 
"fresh meat" Don't you worry 
Hoke, the boys  will  soon be  down. 
At   a   recent   banquet   given    the 
members of the track team by Cap- j 
tain Harcombe, officers for the Pur- j 
pie    and    Gola    cinderpaih    artists 
were   elected.     Gordon   Lynn,   Tay-! 
lors,  will he captain of  Coach How- ! 
ard's   proteges   for   the     34   season, 
with   Denny   Hill,    Spartanburg,    as 
alternate   captain.     A.   L.   Slade   of j 
Edgefield will he manager. 
Lynn,   more   popularly   known   as' 
the    "Mountain    Goat",    has    made 
quite a name for himself and Clem- 
son  during the   yast season. Against 
America's   best  sprinters,   he   placed 
third   in  the   Penn  Relay   Carnivals 
in    Philadelphia,    finishing    only    a | 
stride   behind   the   victor.      In    the 
state   eand      Southern      Conferenc 
the   Tiger   dash   star   took   first   in 
the    century.      In    the    state    meet 
he   also   came   first   in   the   furlong. 
Hill, a rising senior, has been 
on the track squad for two years 
and has made good in both the 
high jump  and  broad  jump  events. 
Slade, the incoming holder of the 
manaseriol post, was an understudy 
to Browne Glenn this year and 
should have no difficulty in taking 
care of his job. 
G. 0. SHULER NAMED 
AS BOX MANAGER 
Had Been Assistant to Constan 
During  Recent  Seasons 
cadets employment for a part of 
the summer and will enable them to 
complete the requirements neces- 
sary in order to receive their com- 
missions in the Officers' Reserve 
Corps. 
The splendid cooperation of Doc- 
tor Sikes and Colonel West with 
General King is making the camp 
possible. All college facilities will 
be turned over to the camp com- 
mandant, and the camp members 
will have access to a great many 
comforts and advantages which are 
impossible   at   the   Alabama   camp. 
The men and officers will be 
housed in the Clemson barracks. 
Meals will be served in the college 
ui ess hall, under the direction of 
Capt. J. D. Harcombe, regular mess 
officer at Clemson. 
The encampment will be made of 
members of R O T C units from 
colleges throughout South Carolina, 
Worth Carolina, Georgia, and Flori- 
da, with a total enrollment of ap- 
proximately 550 men. Led by Clem- 
son with her zlO R O T C cniem- 
oers, the camp will include repre- 
sentatives from the following col- 
leges: North Carolina State, 76; 
The Citadel, 41; Georgia Tech, 44; 
Wofford College, 38; University ot 
Georgia, 28; Davidson College, 36; 
Presbyterian College, 25; University 
of Tennessee, 25; North Georgia 
Agricultural College, 20. There will 
also be a junior unit for the mem- 
bers of the less advanced groups 
from the preparatory schools in the 
southern states. 
All camp activities will be under 
the supervision of Col. R. John 
West, camp commandant, who will 
be assisted by Captains Phillip H. 
Kron, Pete T. Heffner, Joseph T. 
Hinwood, and George L. C. Ramsey, 
all regular' army officers on duty 
at Clemson. There will also be a 
number of regular officers and non- 
commissioned officers from the oth- 
er colleges as well as several Re- 
serve   Officers. 
According to a recent announce- 
ment by the Coaching Staff, C. O. 
Shuler of Aiken has been appoint- 
ed as Varsity boxing manager for 
the   coming   season. 
•Shuler ban been assistant man- 
ager for several years and has all 
of the experience necessary to ably 
fulfill the post of Senior manager, 
which is left vacant by the gradu- 
ation  of  G.  N.   Constan. 
As has heen previously announc- 
ed the pugulistic team will have 
co-captains, Tommy Lide of An- 
derson and Melvin Blitch of Char- 
leston. Although Captain Pete 
Heffner, Tigar ring mentor for the 
last several years, is leaving this 
summer, the boxers hope to carry 
on their good work next fall, since 
the majority of the team which won 
the state title for the Purple and 
Gold   will   be   back. 
GRADUATION EXERCISES 
(Continued   from   page one) 
commencement  exercises  to a  close. 
luesday morning at 10:30 in 
the college chapel the graduating 
degrees and diplomas. Doctor Sikes 
president of rhe college, made the 
address to tb« class. Following his 
address, the seniors received their 
degrees andd1 plomas. Doctor Sikes 
delivered the medals and announced 
the  honors for  the year. 
The regimental adjutant read out 
the apopintments for the following 
year. The services were closed by 
the singing of the Alma Mater and 
the benediction by Rev. J. K. 
Goode. In accordance with an old 
custom, the soft notes of Taps 
were heard just after the benedic- 
tion. 
ALUUINI DAY MONDAY 
(Continued from page one) 
tary movements offered by the 
ciaek Junior platoon on Bowman 
field. AUer these maneuvers Col- 
onel R. John West presented the 
commissions in the Officers Reserve 
Corps to the graduating members 
of  the  R.  O.  T.   C. 
Individual drill for the R. W. 
Simpson medal, whhic is awarded 
to t_e best drilled Clemson cadet, 
followed the presenting of the com- 
missions. W. E. • Gore of Loris was 
the  winner  of  this  last year. 
At 5:15 an informal reception 
was held for the alumni, faculty, 
and students on the green in front 
of the college Y. 
The festivities of the day were 
brought to a happy close at the 
annual Alumni dinner and recep- 
tion which was held in the mess 
hall, beginning at 9 o'clock. Capt. 
Harcombe, as hospitable as ever, 
was in charge of the cuisine. Mr. 
B. T. Leppard, '15, delivered a 
very interesting address after the 
delightful   repast  was   over. 
James Lynah, '02, is president of 
the Alumni Association. R. F. Sul- 
livan, '00, J. W. Barnwell, '13, J. 
E. Gettys Jr., '02, and J. H. Wood- 
ward, '03, are the other officers of 
the organization which has done 
much to make Clemson what it is 
today. 
HONOR GRADUATES 
(Continued on page five) 
"Honor Graduates", and that the 
list of eight additional Cadets re- 
commended herewith be considered 
as   alternates: 
Honor  Graduates 
1. Walker  C  P  Jr., Walhalla 
2. 'Hollingsworth   E   W,   Greenwood 
3. Fulmer   J   L,  Prosperity 
4. Bigger E  W,  York 
5. Keller W   B,  Clemson College 
6. Moore  J  L,  McColl 
7. Ready   E  L Jr.,   Johnston 
S.  Morris  E  L,  Pickens 
Alternates 
1. Garrison  O  B,  Denmark 
(Cont 
College will be the commanding 
officer of the battalion organiza- 
tion. Major R'hett will select his 
staff sometime prior to the estab- 
lishment of the camp. 
In addition to the Clemson of- 
ficers, there will be eight other of- 
iicers and the same number of non- 
commissioned officers at the camp. 
There wili also ue fifteen or more 
Reserve officers on duty at the 
camp. A numbei of these will be 
Clemson   men. 
Despite the sudden decision to 
establish the camp at Clemson, the 
military training will be complete 
in practically every department. 
There will probably be three war 
strength companies of infantry. It 
is somewhat doubtful, however, 
that a machine gun company will 
be   organized. 
Although the schedule of training 
has not yet oeen completed, an 
overnight nike to Boscobel Lake, 
eight miles from Clemson, has been 
definitely decided upon. Each com- 
pany will remain on the rifle range 
for three days. Instruction will 
be given in both rifle and pistol 
marksmanship. The firing range 
near the Clemson waterworks will 
be   used. 
A full program of athletics and 
dances will be included in the 
camp life. 
The officers in charge of the 
camp will be housed in No. 3 bar- 
racks and the cadets in No. 1, 
or the "old." barracks. No segre- 
gation of the men will be made, 
since the placing of the men in 
barracks will probably be arranged 
alphabetically. 
2. Trammell  W  H,   Greenville 
3. Gore W E, Loris 
4. Jordan W  K,  Coward 
5. Lawton   E   G,   Thacker,   W.   Va. 
6. Walters  J V,  Spartanburg 
7. Huckabee M L, Marion 
8. Flagg   N   B,   Lake  Wales,   Fla. 
(Signed)   Philip H.  Kron 
Capt.   Infj-htry 
(Signed)   Prank   T.  Searcy 
1st.   Lt.   Infantry. 
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Clemson Students 
We appreciate yoar patronage in the 
past and sincerely hipethat each of you will 
be with us again next year. 
Welcome R0TC Men 
The same courtesies extended Clemson 
men are yours during your stay here. 
L. C. Martin Drug Co. 
P. S. McCOLLUM, Manager 
OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK & SUPPLY STORE 
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AGRICULTURE—AGRONOMY  MAJOR 
•EllSha   Cureton   Abrams... 
Thomas   Otis   Bowen   
Edwin   Albert    Burgess... 
Archibald   McLucOS   Calhoun... 
William   Daniel    Dantzler... 
..Newberry 
 Pickens 
  Belton 
  Clio 
 Vance 
Alvin   Hamilton   Hawkins... 
John   Leland   Moore  
James Belton Newman... 
...Travelers   Rest 
 _ McColl 
 - Sumter 
...Johnston 
Holton  Jones   Gilreath,  Jr Travelers  Rest 
Edgar  Lowndes   Ready,   Jr _ 
Richard  Johnson   Sallcy,  Jr _ Orangeburg 
Elisha   Cornelius   Sease __._. _.:Newberry 
CAPT. u 
PRE ' 
Juniors : 
preci; f.r 
In   rec 
oration 
Junior   cl . 
IS PRESIDENT 
USING JUNIORS »•■: 
-ain, and Allison are 
Class  Officers 
Edgar   Eron   Crow  
Wayne   Robert   Culp... 
AGRICULTURE—ANIMAL HUSBANDRY  MAJOR 
— Falrforest      Samuel   Perdrieau   Galphin... ...Holly   Hill 
Inman       William James Megginson, Jr Charleston 
James   Kichard    West   . Cassatt 
AGRICULTURE—CHEMISTRY   MAJOR 
Judson  Kenneth Bishop  Branchville      Thomas   B'enton   Talbert McCormick 
•Charles   Herbert   Clieatliam Coronaca       Hubert   Judson   Webb Aiken 
Edgar   Carson   Moore  Dalzell       Jesse   Beacham  Wray  Spartanburg 
AGRICULTURE—IDAIRY   HUSBANDRY   MAJOR 
George   Norman   Frey Fairforest 
Willie   Keith   Jordan.. _   Coward 
Langdon   Ascham   Livingston North 
Thomas   Peter   McKellar,   Jr Greenwood 
James  Robert   Moss   Rock  Hill 
Willie   Haskell   Padgett- ...Jacksonboro 
John   Leonard   Fulmer. 
AGRICULTURE—ECONOMICS   MAJOR 
Prosperity      Olie   Romaine   Smith... 
Milford   Hunt   Sutherland __..Pickens 
..Sandy   Springs 
AGRICULTURE—EDUCATION  MAJOR 
•Paul   Gilreath   Chastain... 
William   Edwin   Gore  
Wade  Hampton  Jordan  
Charles    Yernon   Layton  
John   Crawford   Lynn  
 Taylors 
- Loris 
—Con way 
...Enoree 
William   David    Mayfleld... ..Marietta 
George   McSwain   Smith   Greenville 
Walter Franklin  Stanton, Jr Little Rock 
Guy   Vaun   Whetstone   Perry 
the   class 
mess  off! 
selected   e_.. 
■of suiting his special tasuo „„~ _. 
by. 
Captain HarcomDe is a great lov- 
er of the mountains and has built 
a very fine camp on the shores of 
of iMirror Lake, at Highlands, N. C. 
This rustic ca'bin has become Cap- 
tain Harcombe's greatest hobby, 
•with which he spends most of his 
leisure time. In view of this the 
Junior class selected as their gift 
a pair of antique ship's lanterns 
which, it is hoped, will find a use- 
ful as well as ornamental place at 
Captain Harcombe's mountain cab- 
in. 
homore class meeting 
el two weeks ago, of- 
!   1933-34   session   were 
■   G.   Rawls   of   Jacksonville 
will be president of the new junior 
class. Alex Stevens from Bennets- 
ville was hcnored with the post of 
vice-preside.it; Monroe Grain, Nash- 
ville, and "Wilmer E. Allison, Co- 
lumbia, were elected to the posts 
of secretary-treasurer and Historian 
respectively. 
All   of   the   abe.ve   men   are   out- 
standing   among  their  classmates. 
And there was an indian who 
slept with his head to the fire to 
keep  his  wigwarm.—Yellow   Jackets 
...Taylors      William   Esley    Wood... 
AGRICULTURE—ENTOMOLOGY   MAJOR 
William Edward Ackerman White Hall       William   Putnam   Hunter. 
Marvin   Lester   Bobb _ Pomaria      Earle   Edward    Latham  
Clarence   Benjamin   Dominick Greenwood      Harold  Jesse   McAlister  .... 
Alexander   Talley   Moore,   Jr Lykesland 
 -Greer 
...Waterloo 
 York 
Edward    Wyly    Bigger- 
Frank   Thomas   Clifton  
Julius   William   Davis  
Clarence   McCall   Ellerbe... 
AGRICULTURE—HORTICULTURE   MAJOR 
Eugene    Ferritt    Willimon... 
..York     . Olen   Brantord   Garrison  
John   Christopher   Patrick- 
Clyde   Frank    Simpson  
John   Richard   Smoak __ 
..Florence 
 Seneca 
..Bishopville 
Pendleton 
..Denmark 
-Greenville 
...White Oak 
.—Barksdale 
...Orangeburg 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
Parks   I-iskin   Chappell E'isliopulk Daniel   Dixon   Lee... Hamer 
Louis   Marett    Glymph.. Greenville William Hinson   Mikell,  Jr.. ('narlestim 
Drayton   Tucker  Kinard Ninety   Six William   Leitzsey   Monts Columbia 
ARTS  AND  SCIENCE 
Hal   Queflon  Boggs Calhoun   *Benjamin   Robert   Martin Grosse Pt.,Mich. 
£*"?   Claude   Boroughs Norris      Robert   Thomas   Miller - ....Tampa,  Fla. 
"Marshall    Jethro    Coleman Hymau      Claude   Hency   Neufler Abbeville 
David   Games  Lvatt Central      **Lewis   Wesley   Pitts Saluda 
Jiewton   Brown   Glenn Anderson      Robert Miller Richey Carteret, N.  J. 
Henry  Homer  hearse,   Jr Olar      William   Sigo   Solomons _ Estill 
Edward   Oswald   Lightsey Crocketville      •♦William   Bledsoe   Tiinmerman B'atesburg 
Charles   Fremont   Wiggins _ Eflingham 
George   Nicholas   Constan... 
Julian   Edgar   Hankinson... 
CHEMISTRY 
...Columbia      William   Bryan   Keller Clemson College 
..Aiken      Jack   Harris   Mitchell  Clemson College 
 Easley Baxter   Howard   Hodges _.. Starr      John   Franklin   Robinson... 
ARCHITECTURE 
William   Andrew   Bowles... 
  Columbia 
William Eugene DuRant,   Jr Sumter 
Norman  B'yron Flagg Lake  Wales, Fla. 
Lew   Rice   Hoyt _  Sumter 
William   Marshall   Latimer Anderson 
Edwin   Warren   Moise,   Jr..._ Sumter 
Edward  Arnold   Newbury Gainesville,   6a. 
John   Russell   Wait,   Jr Houston,   Tex. 
CIVIL  ENGINEERING 
Charles Anthony Arrington _ Ninety Six 
Charles  Lamar   Banister Chester 
Elmore Grenville Lawton._...Thacker, W. Va. 
Francis Asbury Lawton, Jr.... Thacker, W. Va. 
Robert   Hilray   Lindsay Anderson 
Edgar   Longette   Morris Washington,   D.   C. 
Wesley   Smoak  Murph _ Greenwood 
Ivey   Noel   Rivers Mt.   Croghan 
John Deal   Scott _  Blacksburg 
Ray   Davis   Stephenson   Bishopville 
Philip   Arthur   Wattley.— Chicago,   111. 
Henry   Austin   Clayton  ♦William   Brunson   DePass... 
Woodrow   Wilson   Dickson.... 
Nathan   Joseph   Forb  
William  Henry   Gist   Jr  
Howard   Berriman   Hicks... 
ELECTRICAL 
Liberty 
Hodges 
 -Manning 
  Saluda 
 —Carlisle 
...iChcsnee 
Frederick  Crane Jackson Torrington, Conn. 
Laurens   irby   James Greer 
Max   Harold   Karelitz Fountain   Inn 
Oren   Askins  Lee    Columbia 
Arthur   Edmonds   McCall Lynchburg 
Wilfrid   Laurier   McCravy Laurens 
William   Russell    Macmillan Charleston 
ENGINEERING 
Mabry   Griffin   Miller  
Thomas   Robert   Myers  
Paul    Ojuattlebaum,    Jr.. 
William  Lowry  Reid  
Henry Morgan Rogers- 
Albert Perritt Rollins.... 
*Ervin    Bartow    Shaw  
 Abbeville 
..Lavonia,   Ga. 
 Conway 
 Blackstock 
 „ Dillon 
 Charleston 
...Sumter 
Fred Augustus   Thompson,   Jr Spartanburg 
William   Fred   Tribble Anderson 
Crayton   Postell Walker,  Jr Walhalla 
Leo   Lauhon   Walker   „ Orangeburg 
Theodore   Martine   Watson -..Spartanburg 
Frank  Howard Williams, Jr..._ Johnston 
Cecil   Abrams... 
Clarence Linden Hutchens Baer...Spartanburg 
•Herbert    Brice    Beckham Lancaster 
Charles   Floyd,   Jr Greenville 
Thomas    Howard    Hewitt Florence 
Arthur Pitts Werts, Jr 
MECHANICAL   ENGINEERING 
-_• Newberry      Robert   Everett   Holman... 
 Florence 
Berberich   Daniel   Pinckney Bluffton 
David   Dickson    Sherrill Sanford,   Tenn. 
Barnard  Elliot   Baker  Snowden,„._C'harleston 
William   Harrison  Trammell,  Jr Greenville 
 Silverstreet 
ENGINEERING  INDUSTRIAL  EDUCATION 
Hazel   Lawrence   Fyrd - Darlington      Roy   Harrelson  
John   William   Cantrell _ ..._ Pickens      John   Wilds   James. 
Clifton    Walker   Carter  
 Walhalla      George   Andrew   Sease  
Fred Lafayette   Sparks,  Jr   Gaffney 
Lewis    John    Barbare... 
Wyatt   Aiken   Burgess _ Belton 
Robert   Johnson   Clarkson _.Camden 
Marvin Robert  Cranford 
Kings  Mountain,   N.   C. 
Andrew   Roberson   Hamilton Easley 
TEXTILE   ENGINEERING 
 Greenville      Fulton   LeRoy   Harley... 
Furman   Hovey   Martin,   Jr.. 
Claude    Dewey   Nalley.. ._ 
Henry   Lee   Rogers... 
William  Hall   Spencer, Jr.... 
Eugene   Miller   Stover.  
...Tabor,   N.   C. 
 Darlington 
 Prosperity 
 Jamison 
.Greenville 
— Easley 
 Belton 
John  Vernon   Walters Spartanburg 
TEXTILE    CHEMISTRY 
 Catawba 
...Winnsboro 
Eugene Jackson Adams Birmingham, Ala. 
William   Greene   Ashmore Greenville 
Joe   Marshal   Ballentine Anderson 
Griffith   Byrd   Dorn Greenwood 
•Albert   Graham   Fisher,   Jr Columbia 
George  Elliott  Fogle,   Jr Orangeburg 
James  Thomas  Herbert,  Jr — Saluda 
Egbert    Wilson    Hollingsworth Greenwood 
Marvin   Lester   Huckabee .Marion 
David   Harvey   Kennemur,   Jr __ Liberty 
Gilbert   Eugene   McGrew  Sumter 
Perry   MeCollum  Parrott,  Jr   Sumter 
Charles    Rush    Phillips Columbia 
William   Beaty   Thomson  Abbeville 
Robert   Cook   Edwards... 
WEAVING  AND   DESIGNING 
...Fountain   Inn      Hubert   Williams   Tomlinsou... 
..Olanta 
TEXTILE   INDUSTRIAL   EDUCATION 
Christopher   Fitzsimmons   Burns... Columbia      Thomas   Francis   Murphy... ...Charleston 
CANDIDATE—MASTER   OF  SCIENCE  DEGREE   IN  TEXTILE  CHEMISTRY 
Arthur   llk-hey   Ramseur Xewry 
CANDIDATE—PROFESSIONAL   DEGREE   OF  CIVIL   ENGINEER 
William   John   Stribling Walhalla 
•Granted   permission   to   be   absent   Commencement. 
••Completed   requirements   for   degree   of    Medical   Doctor,   Medical   College   of   South 
Carolina,   1933. 
I saw you give that expressman 
three kisses in a row. 
They were not. They were all 
in  one  spot. 
Is life worth living? Yes, so long 
as there is wrong to right.—Alfred 
Austin. 
A  bird  in the  hand  is  bad table 
manners—Red   Cat. 
After College 
'WHAT? 
isurance r 
Julian S. Myrick, famous New 
York general agent, says: "Selling 
life insurance is the best paid 
hard work there is. No capital 
required other than a good char- 
acter, an active mind and per- 
severance. Any young man with 
these qualifications will find a 
great future in insurance." 
NO OTHER BUSINESS offers 
greater rewards for hard work. 
But insurance offers some pretty tough 
problems. Perhaps that explains why 
in this business, as in college, a pipe 
y, the most popular smoke. 
While you "cram" for that exam 
... or later when you figure out the 
best way to sell a ^100,000 policy, just 
light up a pipeful cf Edgeworth Smok- 
ing Tobacco. 
Edgeworth is the favorite college 
smoke.* And only in Edgeworth can 
you find that distinctive blend of fine 
old burley tobacco. If you would like 
to try before you buy, just write Larus 
Sc Bro. Co., 105 S. 22d St., Rich- 
mond, Va., for a free sample package. 
* A recent investigation showed Edgeworth the 
favorite smoke at 42 out of 54 leading colleges 
EDGEWORTH 
SMOKING TOBACCO 
Buy Edgeworth 
anywhere in two 
forms—Edgeworth 
Ready-Rubbed 
and Edgeworth 
Plug Slice. All 
sizes—15^ pocket 
package to pound 
humidor tin. Some 
sizes in vacuum 
sealed tins. 
,  EXTRA , 
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WE THANK YOU FOR THE   PATRONAGE YOU 
HAVE GIVEN US  DURING   THIS   YEAR. 
WE SHALL ENDEAVOR TO CONTINUE TO MERIT 
YOUR PATRONAGE AND GOOD WILL 
THE  MAKERS  HAVE REDUCED  THE 
COST OF THE CLASS NUMERALS AND 
NEXT FALL   WE   WILL   BE ABLE TO 
SELL THEM FOR 10c. EACH 
"Judge Keller" 1 
DRY GOODS, SHOES AND NOTIONS    1 
® 
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Make  these 
FOUR YEARS 
happy 
HEALTH is the basis of a happy, successful 
life. You need plenty of energy to do your best 
in the classroom and on the campus. 
An enemy of health is common constipation. 
It may steal vitality, and dull your days. Over- 
come it by eating a delicious cereal. 
Two tablespoonfuls daily of Kellogg's ALL- 
BRAN will promote regular habits. ALL-BRAN 
furnishes "bulk," vitamin B and iron. Ask that 
it be served at your fraternity house or campus 
restaurant. 
* t 
The most popular ready-to-eat cereals 
served in the dining-rooms of American 
colleges, eating-clubs and fraternities 
are made by Kellogg in Battle Creek. 
They include Kellogg's Corn Flakes, 
PEP Bran Flakes, Rice Krispies, Wheat 
Krumblcs, and Kellogg's WHOLE WHEAT 
Biscuit. Also Kaffee Hag Coffee — real 
coffee that lets you sleep. 
XKi 
